of problems. Also, an algorithm proposed from depth discontinuities by pixel-to pixel stereo [4] is concentrated on the calculation speed and rapidly changing disparity map. It is not possible to search for the exact depth of the discontinuities when there is no change in lightness of boundary. Also the high-accuracy stereo technique [5] mentioned the difficulty of drawing sharp line between intricate occlusion situations and some highly-slanted surfaces (cylinder etc.), complex surface shapes and textureless shapes. Nevertheless, for algorithm suggested in this chapter, we can use the post-processing as first half of process to get more neat disparity map produced by other many stereo matching algorithms, which can be used for the object segmentation. To embody object segmentation, we used hardware-oriented technology which reduces tasks of the software, contrary to conventional software-oriented method. Also, it has great effectiveness that reduces software processing time by the help of real-time region data support, which containing various kinds of object information, that reduces total area of search process such as object or face recognition. Use of embedded software based on lowcost embedded processor, compare to use of high-tech processor, to conduct tasks of object recognition, object tracking, etc in real-time provides a suggestion of a household robot application. This chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 describes a brief review of proposed algorithm. Section 3 explains refinement block while Section 4 explains segmentation. At the conclusion, the experimental results including results of depth computation and labeling are discussed in Section. 5
Algorithm Overview
In this chapter, we attempted to make clearer object segmentation using projection-based region merging of disparity map produced by applied trellis-based parallel stereo matching algorithm described in [6] . Throughout this experiment, we verified the performance. Necessity of post-processing algorithm application for many different characterized stereo matching has been ascertained through various experiment performed in this chapter. The block diagram of the proposed post-processing algorithm is shown in figure 1 . The post-processing algorithm is progressed in three big stages. The first stage is the refinement block, which carries normalization referenced from filtering and disparity max value, and elimination of noise using histogram consecutively. In second stage, the depth computation which helps to find out the distance between camera and original objects on disparity map and the image segmentation which takes responsibility of object partition are accomplished in a row. Finally in the last stage, information of object existed in original image is gathered and integrated with all information proposed in second stage. The cause of noise in disparity map can be textureless object, background video, or occlusion etc. In stereo matching algorithm, possibility of textureless object and occluded area must be necessarily considered, but even through consideration has been applied, precise result may not be processed. Therefore, refinement stage like filtering must be included on the first half of post-processing to be able to segment the object with much more clear disparity map.
Refinement
In this stage, we try to obtain purified disparity map by the utilization of disparity calibration algorithm which used for mode filtering of disparity map out of trellis-based parallel stereo matching algorithm, with the normalization, and disparity calibration.
Mode filtering
The noise removal techniques in image and video include several kinds of linear and nonlinear filtering techniques. Through out the experiment, we adopted the mode filter technique for preserving boundary of image and effective removal of noise. The window size used for filtering has been fixed to 7x7, considering the complexity and performance of hardware when it is implemented. The numerical equation used for mode filtering is as follow:
And then, we can get
In equation (1) and (2), the value of k represents the window size. In this chapter, 7x7=49 is used. From equation (2), with given disparity map input x i , and only changing the argument of pixel value j in the 7x7 window, we can calculate the difference between two pixel values. When D ij value is 0 in equation (1), we increase the C i value by one. If we can find the largest value of C i, then the mode value X m can be decided. If all the values of x i are different, we can not find the maximum value of C i . In this case, we select and decide on the center value of window, x center (window size 7x7 has been used in this chapter, thus x 24 should be utilized).
Normalization
After the mode filtering, noise removed disparity map can be obtained. Then by using the disparity max value used for getting the stereo matching image, the disparity values of mode filtered image are mapped out new normalized values with regular and discrete intervals. The disparity max value can be decided in the stereo matching stage, which is the value to decide the maximum displacement of matching pixels which can be calculated from the left image to right image. In normalization stage, disparity map pixels, composed of 0~255 gradation values, is divided into 0~disparity max range (in barn1 image, disparity max value is 32). This process removes unnecessary disparity map. The value of 0~disparity max range is again multiplied to the pixel values calculated before, and finally restored to 0~255 gradation values.
Disparity Calibration
In disparity calibration stage, which is the final stage of refinement, the normalized disparity value is accumulated to form a histogram of each frame. During accumulation process, we ignore the disparity value under the given threshold value to remove the noise in dark area. 
Segmentation
The objective of this block is to separate objects from the disparity map and to partition slanted objects to other objects. In this chapter, to achieve the objectives, we conducted the horizontal and vertical projection for each level of disparity map and sequential region merging with projection results.
Projection
The task to separate object from the distance information is completed by processing horizontal and vertical projection of each disparity map. The results of specific projections are shown in figure 3 . Using the horizontal and vertical projection for each disparity level, the region data for all level of disparity map could be obtained, and the horizontal position information of a region data is expressed by starting and ending point of vertical direction projection P x (n)=(X s (n), X e (n)), while the vertical position information of a region data is expressed by starting and ending point of horizontal direction projection P y (n)=((n), Y e (n)). Also a region data is represented as R(n)=(P x (n), P y (n)). 
Region Merge
Whether to merge the region or not can be decided after all of the region information about each depth level is obtained. In the case of flat or slanted object, which produce wide range of distances from camera, the objects need to be recognized as one object. Therefore, regular rule is necessary to be applied on the merging algorithm. In this chapter, the merging algorithm is such that the two region of depth level is overlapped and its difference of depth level is just one level, merging the regional information of two depth level. And this procedure is conducted until there are no remaining depth levels to merging. The above description is summarized as follows:
The r value in equation (4) represents the number of all separated region in each disparity depth level, and n in equation (4)~ (6) is the level of disparity map. P x (n), P y (n), R(n) in equation (4) represents the obtained region data in projection block. When the adjacent two regions are overlap each other, we regard two regions as one object, and merge two regional information by using the equation (5) . The final region merging rule is described in equation (6). Figure 4 shows disparity map after the region merging process. When considering the implementation of hardware, the result of this chapter shows the possibility of easy hardware implementation.
Experimental Results

Experimental environment
In this chapter, we proved the validity of proposed algorithm with C-language level implementation. And, after that, we implemented the proposed algorithms with VHDL level and we were able to get result of hardware simulation using Modelsim. Finally, the proposed post-processing algorithm is implemented in FPGA. We used 320x240 resolution and frame rates of 60 fps, 1/3" CMOS stereo camera, and the full logic is tested with Xilinx Virtex-4 Series XC4VLX200. Figure 5 shows experimental environment. The stereo camera takes images to embedded system and the display monitor shows processed result in realtime. Control PC is linked to embedded system and to hub to conduct control task. Figure 6 shows the result of VHDL simulation to activate stereo matching post processing (SMPP) module. When Vactive sync is in high region, it takes 320x240-sized stereo image and shows it on the screen after post processing in real time. Also the control pc in Figure 5 can choose an object to be shown. Table 1 
stereo matching post processing FPGA logic simulation
Result
This chapter examined the algorithms using various images within stereo matching database for first step and secured its validity. As shown in figure 4 , we obtained perfect result with barn1 image. We performed another experiment using tsukuba image and proved that the equal result can be gained. Also, in the result of applying post-processing algorithm in several other stereo images, we are able to obtain similar image as figure 4. The proposed post-processing algorithm is also implemented in fixed-point C and VHDL code. The C and VHDL code test result about the tsukuba image is shown in figure 7 and we obtained same results. This result is passed onto labeling stage, with the depth information of camera extracted from depth calculation block. Synthesizing region information and depth information of segmented object is processed in labeling stage. Figure 8 shows the final labeling result of tsukuba and barn1 images obtained from VHDL simulation. Figure 9 shows the BMP (Bad Map Percentage) and PSNR test results with barn1, barn2 and tsukuba images. We have designed unified FPGA board module for stereo camera interface, stereo matching, stereo matching post processing, host interface and display. And we also implemented embedded system software by constructing necessary device driver with MX21 350MHz microprocessor environment. Table 2 shows the logic gates of proposed SMPP module when retargeting FPGA. Figure 10 ~13 show real time captured images of stereo camera input and the results of SMPP modules using control pc. shows control application program operated on control pc. This application program communicates to board and hub to calibrate camera and to modify registry of each modules. Also it can capture images on the screen which can be useful for debug jobs. Figure 15 shows image collecting stereo camera. Figure 16 shows implemented embedded system and unified FPGA board module. 
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Software application
A household robot has to perform actions like obstacle avoidance or human recognition activity. One of systems used widely can recognize human by extracting possible humanlike areas among those with motions within the screen. However, the system can have performance drops when human doesn't move or the robot moves. The algorithm suggested in this chapter extracts human shapes on depth map using stereo matching to get relative distances between camera and other objects in real-time, as it also can separate each area in real-time, which keeps performance regardless of human's or robot's motions mentioned above.
A. Application to human recognition
The followings are description of the human recognition method using results of our study.
Step. 1. Extract edge of screen in 80x60 size from the labeled image ( Fig  17.(a) ,320x240).
Step. 2.
Recognize /A pattern ( Figure 18 shows an application of our study to face recognition issue. Figure 18 (a) is an input image, and (b) is an area of object segmentation produced by the algorithm suggested in this chapter. Figure 18 (c) is an overlapped image that has an advantage of faster processing speed by focusing target area to possible human position using segmentation information , compare to total search for face recognition. 
B. Application to face recognition
Conclusion
If we can get more accurate result than the conventional stereo vision system, performance of object recognition and collision avoidance will be improved in robot vision applications. So, we used the process of stereo matching algorithm with post processing in this chapter. The problems such as lack of texture and existence of occlusion area must be carefully considered in matching algorithm and accurate dividing objects must be processed. Also post processing module is necessary as removal of remaining noise. Thus, this chapter developed stereo matching post process algorithm that is able to provide distance between robot and the object regarding trellis-based parallel stereo matching result and to provide the object's area data in real time and examined it by real time FPGA test. The developed stereo matching post process algorithm is considering possibility of hardware implementation and implemented it using C-algorithm for first step. Then we examined it with various images registered in stereo matching database to secure validity. Also we have developed VHDL and on-boarded it to unified FPGA board module to examine various real time tests using stereo camera on various indoor environments for second step. As the result of many experiments, we were able to confirm quality improvement of stereo matching images. To embody object segmentation, we used hardware-oriented technology which reduces tasks of the software. Also, it has great effectiveness that reduces software processing time by the help of real-time region data support, which containing size and distance information of various kinds of objects, that reduces total area of search process for face or object recognition. Use of embedded software based on low-cost embedded processor to conduct tasks of object recognition, object tracking, etc in real-time provides a suggestion of a household robot application.
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The sciences of pattern recognition and computational vision have been inextricably intertwined since their early days, some four decades ago with the emergence of fast digital computing. All computer vision techniques could be regarded as a form of pattern recognition, in the broadest sense of the term. Conversely, if one looks through the contents of a typical international pattern recognition conference proceedings, it appears that the large majority (perhaps 70-80%) of all pattern recognition papers are concerned with the analysis of images. In particular, these sciences overlap in areas of low level vision such as segmentation, edge detection and other kinds of feature extraction and region identification, which are the focus of this book.
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